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I. INTRODUCTION 
Blockchain is a data distribution storage technology in which users can record and query all data 

generated over a network. Market survey institutions predict that the development potential and market value of 

blockchain technology will rise steadily [1-2]. However, it is necessary to improve the performance of 

blockchain technology in order to apply blockchain to real life [3].  

Various blockchain has been developed and utilized in many fields, due to their reputable technology, 

which supports a data repository that guarantees trust or trusted business [4-6]. In particular, many studies have 

been conducted on the fusion of blockchain with the Internet of Things(IoT) that is also considered as having a 

potential like blockchain [7-8]. A fusion of the IoT devices that are vulnerable to security issues by utilizing the 

security and transparency provided by blockchain [9] and can also provide an opportunity for blockchain to 

takes a leap forward.  

However, blockchain uses complex mathematical methods and distribution mechanisms to protect their 

internal data and prevent outside attacks, requiring the use of many computer resources, while the performance 

of IoT devices is not sufficient to use existing blockchain technology in the IoT environment [10].  

If IoT and blockchain converge, blockchain can be applied to various fields. For example, it is possible 

to make a monitoring system in hazardous workplace using IoT sensor devices with data integrity of blockchain. 

Also, it is possible to protect data for embedded devices of electric vehicles by blockchain. Thus, it is necessary 

to make blockchains lightweight to apply them to IoT environments.  

This research proposes architecture where IoT devices are used by utilizing the desktop as a service 

(DaaS) technology for lightweight blockchain. It also proposes a preprocessing technique for lightweight 

blockchain by reducing the computer resources in Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) consensus algorithm. In the 

preprocessing technique, an agent notifies a time that require consensus, while blockchain nodes record data 

without consensus. The agent accesses each node at a specific interval and notifies the node of the time when 

consensus is required, using two-step preprocessing. The first preprocessing step checks whether the recorded 

data are consistent in all nodes, and the second step notifies the node which data are not consistent and thereby 

require consensus.  
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The experiment in this paper presents results of DaaS performance by calculating capacity for 

transmission per frame. Also, it presents results where the preprocessing technique is applied to the Practical 

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus algorithm, which is the most popular among BFT algorithms in 

the private blockchain environment.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work for this research. In section 3, the 

desktop virtualization-based blockchain and the process of the preprocessing-based consensus algorithm are 

described. Section4, and 5 present experiments, conclusions, respectively. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
This section introduces studies on a consensus algorithm for lightweight blockchain. The studies 

related to the present study include Microchain [11], Lightweight [12], Proof of Sincerity [13], Storage 

Compression Consensus (SCC) [14], and Proof of Authentication [15]. 

Microchain converge proof of credit and voting based chain finality techniques to propose a 

lightweight consensus algorithm that could be run in IoT environments. In Lightweight [12], a modified 

consensus algorithm of proof of stake (PoS) authorizes block generation based on how steadily an existing block 

generator attempted to create blocks to achieve lightweight blockchains. In Proof of Sincerity, a new consensus 

algorithm was proposed to solve the difficulty of running existing proof of work (PoW) in IoT devices, such as 

mobile phones, due to excessive computer resource consumption. In SCC, a consensus algorithm was proposed 

by compressing blocks to solve the storage capacity limit of IoT devices. In Proof of Authentication, a new form 

of consensus algorithm whose hash function size was reduced as a modification of PoW was proposed to run the 

consensus algorithm even in IoT environments. 

These studies [11-15] researched consensus algorithms for lightweight blockchain using various 

methods. However, they were limited in that they only modified existing consensus algorithms such as PoS or 

PoW. They were also limited in that they lacked analysis and the proof of safety and robustness of the consensus 

algorithm, which may occur due to the modification of existing consensus algorithms. 

In contrast, this paper does not modify existing consensus algorithms but proposes a lightweight 

blockchain method by minimizing the resources required for consensus through preprocessing before consensus. 

 

III. APPROACH 
3.1 Desktop virtualization-based blockchain platform 

The DaaS technology is a computer virtualization technology for cloud services. When a cloud is 

constructed using DaaS technology, users have an advantage in that they can use their personal computers 

anywhere, anytime, regardless of the machine performance. When a blockchain is constructed utilizing the DaaS 

technology, IoT devices are connected to the cloud, thereby performing the roles of blockchain nodes. Figure1 

shows the flow of the cloud-based blockchain network using a DaaS server. 

 

 
Figure 1: Cloud-based blockchain network through the DaaS server 
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The blockchain nodes contained in the blockchain network transfer data that are preferred to be saved 

to the DaaS server. The DaaS server then forwards the transferred data to the cloud, where blockchain network-

related computation is processed. After this only the computation result is delivered to blockchain nodes.  

Figure 2 shows the structure of the DaaS server and the blockchain node used in the cloud, as proposed 

in this studying. By proposed Daas Server architecture, IoT devices can connect to cloud server more efficiently.  

 

 
Figure 2: Structure of DaaS server and Blockchain node 

 

Figure 2 shows the structure of the DaaS server and the blockchain node used in the cloud, as proposed 

in this study. The display area real-time control unit in the DaaS server side separates files into text, image, and 

video and employs a compression technique according to the attribtue of the file type. The object processor is 

responsible for collecting information of transferred files. The functions of the blockchain nodes consists of 

basic functions for communication with the DaaS server. The virutal Channel management unit included in the 

structure of the DaaS server and blockchain node plays a role in matching the information of the transferred files.  

 

3.2Preprocessing technique 

This section describes the preprocessing technique utilizing a cloud-based blockchain network using the 

DaaS server proposed in the previous section 

 

3.2.1Agent 

An agent in this research is defined as an object to help achieve consensus. The agent notifies of the 

moment when consensus is needed and participates in the overall process that generates blocks if needed after 

performing consensus. The agent is an independent object that is separate from the blockchain network and is 

responsible for the preprocessing process. The agent does not run at normal times, but it starts by an arbitrary 

node elected at the defined block generation interval. Although the agent is an independent object, it cannot 

decide alone what influences blockchain; all processing results can be broadcasted to blockchain network after 

obtaining the signature from the key node. The agent temporarily stores all data and deletes the temporarily 

stored data immediately as soon as the preprocessing and consensus process is complete, thereby preventing 

data loss and any hacking threat against the agent. 
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Figure 3: Overall flow of the agent-based preprocessing technique 

 

3.2.2Key node election 

This study assumes that a unique identification number is assigned to a blockchain node when the node 

participates in the network for the first time. The algorithm for the key node is expressed by the pseudo code in 

Figure 4. Each of the nodes uses a hash value of the previous block at a certain interval (4) as a seed to elect an 

arbitrary node (6) through the random seed algorithm. The hash value of the previous block means that all nodes 

can acquire the same arbitrary number, because all nodes agree already. The key node at a specific round is 

identified through the acquired arbitrary number (7). The node elected as the key node makes a signature by 

encrypting its own unique identification number along with the hash value of the previous block with the private 

key (8), and it transfers the signature, which is tied with the public key made by its own private key to the agent 

(9). 

 
Figure 4: Pseudo code of Key node election 
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3.2.3Activation of agent through key node 

Figure 5 shows the pseudo code of agent activation by the key node. The agent does not activate until it 

receives a signature from the key node. The agent receives a message from the key node and performs the 

verification of whether the signature transferred by the key node and the public key of the key node are correct 

(1). The agent does not activate either until the correct signature and public key are transferred, the result value 

of the random seed algorithm is different from the unique identification number of the key node, or the 

transferred signature and public key are not sent by the key node elected by the random seed algorithm (6). 

Once the key node verification is successfully complete, the notification of agent activation is sent to all nodes 

(3) and enters the preprocessing process (4). 

 

 
Figure 5: Pseudo code of agent activation 

 

3.2.4First preprocessing 

The first preprocessing process aims to omit the existing consensus process in progress to receive 

confirmation from participants even if consensus is not needed. 

The blockchain nodes that receive a message about the agent is activated disclose the transaction pool, 

a repository that stores self-verified transactions and all previously recorded data, to the agent. As shown in 

Figure 6, the agent accesses each of the nodes to fetch the transaction pool, sorted by a certain criterion (1), and 

it converts the transaction pool into a hash form using the hash function (2). Because of the hash function 

characteristic, if nodes that participate in the network store the same data in the transaction pool, they will have 

the same hash value, and if any node stores different data in the transaction pool, that node will have a different 

hash value. If all nodes have the same transaction pool hash value (4), the agent verifies the preprocessing result 

at the key node (5). Once the key node verification is successfully completed, the agent transfers the result value 

along with the key node signature to other nodes (7). Thus, nodes generate blocks without the need to use the 

consensus algorithm, based on the transferred result value. If any node has a different transaction pool hash 

value, the agent performs the second preprocessing (10). 

 

 
Figure 6: First preprocessing pseudo code 

3.2.5Second preprocessing 

The second preprocessing is a transaction classification task to find a transaction subject to consensus if the 

nodes do not have the same data in the first preprocessing. 

Figure 7 shows the algorithm. The agent classifies transactions utilizing the transaction pool fetched from 

existing nodes. If transactions are identified by all nodes, they are classified as common transactions (2) and are 
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temporarily saved in the agent until the block is generated (3). Transactions other than common transactions are 

classified as trouble transactions (5). 

 

 
Figure 7: Second preprocessing pseudo code 

 

3.2.6Consensus of trouble transaction 

In this step, the consensus process is performed through the trouble transactions classified in the 

previous step. Any consensus algorithm can be applied in this process. Transactions whose consensus is 

complete are classified as consensus transactions. Trouble transactions whose consensus is not achieved in this 

process are completely removed. 

 

3.2.7Transaction sorting 

The transaction sorting algorithm is expressed by the pseudo code in Figure 8. The agent sorts the 

common transactions classified in the second preprocessing and consensus transactions gained through the 

consensus algorithm (1). This process may utilize the unique sorting techniques provided by blockchain. This 

study sorts trans-actions by timestamps (2) and transfers the results to the key node (3). The key node validates 

the value transferred from the agent by signing a signature. The agent that receives the signed value sends it to 

the blockchain nodes (4). 

 

 
Figure 8: Transaction sorting pseudocode 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 
This section presents the experiment results of DaaS performance measurement to show how the use of this 

preprocessing technique processes consensus more quickly than existing techniques.  

 

4.1. Performance analaysis of DaaS 

Table 1 calculates the volumes of text, image, and video required for transmission per frame, using the 

DaaS server architecture in this study. 

 

Table I.Performance evaluation of DaaS 

Category Text Webpage Image Graphic Video 3D video 

HuffYuv 

(YV12,12bit) 
439948 472504 919748 841692 907784 551280 

HuffYuv 

(YV12,12bit) 
936052 1047216 1852136 1870600 1884226 1224461 

Zlib 

(YV12, 12bit) 
131303 282158 979410 841604 997655 834647 

Zlib 

(RGB,32bit) 
191401 525547 2567978 2230376 2754009 2448079 

JPEG 

(RGBA,32bit) 
213905 245809 214881 197054 213378 174484 

h.264 209~12768 2231~11175 235~9270 242~8288 354~34131 208~24155 
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A mobile phone was used as an IoT device to process the experiment. The experimental results verified 

that there was no significant performance degradation, because selective compression methods were applied 

when connecting to the cloud using the DaaS server. In particular, the highest performance was measured when 

sending contents using JPEG and h.264 codec. 

 

4.2. Performance analaysis of preprocessing technique 

This section conducted an experiment to verify how much the consensus speed changed due to the 

reduction in computer resources required for blockchain consensus when applying the preprocessing technique 

to the PBFT consensus algorithm. A transaction was generated every 10ms for the experiment. The block was 

assumed to be generated at 10 sec intervals. Malicious transactions were generated randomly, in accordance 

with the set ratio of malicious transactions, to reduce entry to the trouble transaction consensus process. The 

number of nodes was set to 4 to 100, which increased with increments of 4 nodes. The PBFT algorithm was 

measured in an environment without malicious transactions. To compare the processing speed between the 

preprocessing technique proposed in this study and PBFT, the processing speed of the algorithm whose 

malicious transaction rate was 33% was also measured when the fault rate was 1/3, which was the maximum 

allowable fault rate in the PBFT algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 9: Processing time according to the number of nodes and malicious trnsactions 

 

Overall, the consensus time gradually increased, because the computation to be processed with the 

increasing number of nodes also increased. The graph in Figure 9 shows that when the rate of malicious 

transactions is 0%, there seems to be no significant speed change. However, since the transaction pool hash 

values to be tested increase with the increasing number of nodes, the processing speed gradually increases. 

When there are no malicious transactions, the processing speed is the fastest, because only transaction pool tests 

which is the first preprocessing step are processed, as shown in Figure 9. The experimental results also verify 

that even if the number of malicious transactions is 33% of total transactions, the proposed algorithm shows 

faster processing than the PBFT algorithm by about 39%, without malicious node. The existing PBFT must 

perform consensus continuously to validate correct transactions from other nodes, thereby steadily increasing 

computation, resulting in a slowing down of IoT devices due to excessive resource usage. But the preprocessing 

technique minimizes the resource usage of devices in the consensus process, resulting in the measurement of 

faster speed. 

 

4.3. Scalability analysis of preprocessing technique 
This section shows results of extra experiment about scalability limits of preprocessing technique when 

using PBFT algorithm. 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  𝑝1 + 𝑓(𝑝2 + 𝑐𝑠)………………………………………….............….(1) 

𝑝1  indicates the processing time of the first preprocessing step which is Figure 6. 𝑝2  indicates the 

processing time of the second preprocessing step which is Figure 7. 𝑐𝑠 is consensus algorithm processing time 

and 𝑓 is the percentage of malicious transactions.  
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 Equation 1 describes the average expected time when preprocessing technique applied. Average 

expected time refers to the average processing time taken when the technique runs an infinite process until one 

block is created.  

Table II. Processing Time of Preprocessing Step and PBFT 

Number of Nodes p1(𝑚𝑠) p2(𝑚𝑠) 𝑐𝑠(𝑚𝑠) 

4 8.260522 39.82271 123.7411 

8 11.220054 68.1713 204.891 

12 13.427149 100.6671 316.0375 

16 15.539575 189.315 517.615 

20 18.4699 191.5774 618.661 

24 19.474479 253.32612 762.3018 

28 21.0823 283.11001 817.689 

32 24.253593 327.8439 880.9612 

36 28.192941 336.1532 950.3651 

40 29.004264 393.55129 1110.36941 

44 32.04488119 432.2858 1510.351 

48 38.70372475 443.44086 1900.636 

52 45.235952 491.6951 2900.321 

56 48.38571429 532.74596 3400.324 

60 53.553152 561.50059 3812.631 

64 57.3364123 605.3641 4325.91 

68 60.20151 681.3914 4865.021 

72 62.429245 731.12813 5125.561 

76 65.458039 766.3312 5831.12 

80 67.1571 791.7781 6221.23 

84 72.982313 842.1971 6812.23 

88 78.428301 901.3951 7200.31 

92 81.978102 941.3789 7500.21 

96 88.792111 1002.3197 8100.32 

100 99.6611 1081.3312 8500.24 

 

 
Figure 10:  Expected time by malicious node rate (Formula) 
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Figure 11: Processing time by malicious node rate (Experiment) 

 

 
Figure 12: Scalability by malicious node rate 

 

Figure 10 shows the expected time that is calculated from the data in Table 2. Figure 11 shows the 

average processing time from the actual experiment. Both graphs represent processing time as the proportion of 

malicious transactions increases. Graphs shown in straight form (without SCA) refer to the processing time of 

the PBFT algorithm without the preprocessing technique is applied.  

Because PBFT performs consensus each time regardless of the percentage of malicious transactions, 

the processing time appears to be the same. The graphs shown in increasing form (with SCA) show the average 

processing time when the preprocessing algorithm is applied. The results of Figure 10 and Figure 11 visually 

indicate that the expected results from the Equation1 are not much different from the results the results of the 

direct experiment. Figure 10 and 11 express only eight nodes (16, 28, 40, 52, 64, 76, 88, 100) for visibility of 
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graphs. When compared using all nodes, the standard deviation of the two graphs which are Figure 10 and 11 

was 108.8586ms. Figure 12 indicates connection of interception points where the straight line and increasing 

line meet from figure 10 and 11. In Figure 12, upper range of the graph means that the PBFT algorithm 

processing time is faster than preprocessing technique applied. For example, if the ratio of malicious 

transactions is about 84 or more in an environment with 52 nodes, using only PBFT algorithm is faster than 

using preprocessing technique. Conversely, the lower range of the graph represents an environment in which the 

processing speed using the preprocessing technique is faster than using only PBFT algorithm. Thus, when the 

preprocessing technique is applied to PBFT consensus algorithm, it allows for a malicious transaction ratio of 

approximately 68 to 70 percent in environments with number of nodes in the network is small, and about 80 to 

85 percent in environments with number of nodes are big. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed a method that using DaaS technology and a preprocessing technique for 

lightweight blockchain. 

It proposed a measure to make a blockchain network by easily connecting IoT devices whose volume 

was relatively small to the cloud using DaaS technology, and it conducted an evaluation to determine the 

performance when accessing the DaaS from mobile phones. 

This paper also proposed a preprocessing technique utilizing an agent, thereby presenting a measure to 

reduce the resources required for consensus in blockchain environments. The agent determines whether or not 

consensus is required by transactions collected by vising blockchain nodes, and it generates blocks after 

performing consensus, if needed. By doing this, consensus is not frequently needed, thereby reducing the 

resources required for consensus and resulting in a fast consensus speed. When an experiment was conducted by 

applying the preprocessing technique to the PBFT, the preprocessing-applied consensus algorithm was verified 

to be 39% faster on average than that of the PBFT algorithm without malicious nodes, even with a 33% rate of 

malicious transaction generation. 

However, this study had a limitation in that if the DaaS was employed, the computer resources 

consumed in IoT devices varied whenever the performance of the DaaS server changed. It also lacked a means 

of defense against attacks that occurred inside or outside blockchains, targeting the agent when using the 

preprocessing technique. For future study, additional experiments will be conducted to overcome the above 

drawbacks, and blockchain platforms will be studied where various IoT devices can be connected, for example 

sensor devices rather than IoT devices in a cloud environment. 
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